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Coherent Control over Liouville-Space Pathways Interference in Transient Four-Wave Mixing
Spectroscopy

Maxim S. Pshenichnikov, Wim P. de Boeij, and Douwe A. Wiersma
Ultrafast Laser & Spectroscopy Laboratory, Department of Chemistry, Materials Science Centre, University of Groning

Nijenborgh 4, 9747 AG Groningen, The Netherlands
(Received 11 March 1996)

A novel interference effect in transient four-wave mixing is demonstrated. The phenomenon is based
on phase-controlled Liouville-space pathways interference and observed in the heterodyne-detected
stimulated photon echo. Changing the phase difference between the first two excitation pulses from
py2 to 0 leads from no signal to maximum echo signal. A Brownian oscillator dynamical model is
successfully used to analyze the effect and simulate the experimental data. The relation between this
time-domain interference effect and dephasing-induced resonance in four-wave mixing spectroscopy is
elaborated. [S0031-9007(96)00451-6]

PACS numbers: 42.50.Md, 78.47.+p
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One of the most remarkable phenomena in cw four-w
mixing spectroscopy concerns the effect of dephasing
an initially unpopulated excited-state resonance [1–3].
this experiment the coherent Raman signal is monito
as a function of frequency difference between the ex
ing light fields. When the frequency difference equals
excited-state splitting, one might expect, intuitively, t
Raman signal to reflect the combined resonance. H
ever, this turns out not to be the case, unless the syste
perturbed by collisions which induce dephasing on the
tical transitions. The effect, denoted as PIER-4 (press
induced extra resonance in four-wave mixing), was fi
reported by Bloembergen and co-workers on sodium
the gas phase [1] and later also demonstrated for c
densed phase molecular systems by Hochstrasser an
workers [2].

Dephasing-induced resonances can be grasped mos
ily in terms of interference between different Liouville
space pathways which describe the generation of the
evant third-order optical polarization responsible for t
four-wave mixing signal. It can be shown that, in th
absence of collisions, the different excitation pathways
terfere destructively with one another and that no net
larization is generated [1]. When, with increase in pr
sure or temperature, dephasing effects become impor
the Liouville-space pathways are no longer equivale
and, as a result, a finite nonlinear optical polarization
generated.

Interestingly enough, when this coherent Raman exp
iment is performed in the time domain using two tim
coincident short optical pulses of different color—sho
compared to the inverse transition linewidth—the exci
state resonance is always found, irrespective of whe
the system experiences pure dephasing or not [4,5].
essential difference with the cw case is that for pulsed e
tation they system has no time to evolve appreciably wit
the pulse duration [6]. Relaxation towards the steady s
is thus essential for destructive interference effects in
0031-9007y96y76(25)y4701(4)$10.00
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coherent Raman spectroscopy. In view of this fact it see
unlikely that dephasing-induced interference effects pla
role in time-domain four-wave mixing spectroscopy.

In this Letter we report on the observation of a nov
dephasing-induced interference effect in phase-lock
stimulated photon echo. The phenomenon is demo
strated on a dye solution at room temperature. W
show that in such a non-Markovian dynamical syste
Liouville-pathway interference effects are important
generating the nonlinear polarization and that it is possi
to exercise phase control over this effect.

The pulse sequence used [Fig. 1(a)] is that of a stim
lated photon echo [7]. In such an experiment two ultr
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FIG. 1. Pulse sequence for heterodyne detection of stimula
photon echo (a) and the basic Liouville pathways used fo
perturbative description of the third-order polarizationPs3d with
wave vectork1 2 k1 1 k2 in a two-level system with ground
jgl and excitedjel states (b). All pulses are supposed to
well separated in time. The symbols in open circles (gg, ge,
etc.) denote the density matrix elements which characterize
system evolution after each subsequent perturbation (arro
The diagrams I and II describe the conventional echo while
and IV lead to virtual echoes.
© 1996 The American Physical Society 4701
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short pulsesE1 and E2 excite the system, which is the
probed by a third pulseE3 at the so-called waiting timeT.
The generated third-order nonlinear polarizationPs3d sub-
sequently emits a transient coherent signal, photon e
in the phase-matched directionk2. Crucial to the inter-
ference effect is the fact that the wave vectors of the fie
E1 andE2 are identical.

The nonlinear polarization, induced by the excitati
pulses, can be described using the four basic Liouvi
space diagrams [8] depicted in Fig. 1(b) [9,10]. In a si
ilar fashion to the pressure-induced resonance case
interference occurs between two pathways that drive
system from the ground statejglkgj to the excited state
jelkej via a coherent superpositionjglkej [diagram I in
Fig. 1(b)] orjelkgj [diagram III in Fig. 1(b)]. Since pho-
ton echo is a degenerate four-wave mixing effect, the e
lution of the system in the ground state needs to be ta
into account as well [diagrams II and IV in Fig. 1(b)].

In case of an inhomogeneously broadened system,
so-called rephasing diagrams I and II generate a polar
tion which peaks after the third excitation pulse [Fig. 1(a
This signal is the well-known conventional stimulated ph
ton echo [11]. In the Bloch model, for instance, the te
poral profile of the photon echo signal is proportion
to expf2st 1 t12dyT2 2 st 2 t12d2y2T 0

2g, whereT2 is the
phase relaxation time andT 0

2 is the inhomogeneous depha
ing time [7]. The nonrephasing diagrams III and IV lead
the so-calledvirtual echo[12]. Its temporal profile is given
by expf2st 1 t12dyT2 2 st 1 t12d2y2T 0

2g [7]. Mathemat-
ically, the virtual echo has the same shape as the con
tional one, but its maximum occurs att  2t12 2 T 0

2yT2,
i.e., beforethe last excitation pulse. Because of causal
only the tailst $ 0d of the virtual echo following the third
excitation pulse can be measured, as depicted in Fig. 1
Because the conventional and virtual echoes are em
in the same direction,k2, they can, in principle, interfere
By heterodyning the resulting electric field with a four
pulse,E4, both the temporal shape and the phase of
resulting polarization can be determined. The descri
pulse sequence [Fig. 1(a)], known as heterodyne-dete
stimulated photon echo (HSPE), was first proposed by C
et al. as a probe for solvation dynamics [9]. However,
their analysis the virtual echo contribution to the sign
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TABLE I. The expressions for the HSPE signals for d
ferent phase settings in the impulsive approximation. He
SE  expf2D2y2ssst2

12 1 t2
34 2 2MsTdt12t34dddg is the conven-

tional echo, SVE  expf2D2y2ssst2
12 1 t2

34 1 2MsTdt12t34dddg
the virtual echo, a  cos2hflt34sss1 2 MsT ddddgj and
b  1y2 sinh2lt34f1 2 MsT dgj the phase factors due t
the bath relaxation,D the coupling strength of the system-ba
interaction, andl the bath reorganization energy.

Phases f12  0 f12  py2

f34  0 asSE 1 SVEd bsSE 2 SVEd
f34  py2 2bsSE 1 SVEd asSE 2 SVEd
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was ignored. This contribution, however, turns out to
essential for the interference effect in phase-locked pho
echo.

To calculate the HSPE signal, which is proportional
all applied optical fields,S ~ ResPs3dEp

4 d, we need a dy-
namical model. For this we take the Brownian oscil
tor (BO) model which has been described extensively
the literature [8]; we therefore just mention a few poin
relevant to the experiment. In the BO model, the int
action of a two-level system with the heat bath is me
ated by a so-called Brownian oscillator, whose corre
tion functionMstd characterizes the dynamical properti
of the system-bath interaction. For instance, for a hom
geneously broadened system.Mstd  dstd, while for an
inhomogeneously broadened systemMstd  1. Next to
Mstd there are two other important parameters neede
calculate the polarization. The first one isD, which is a
measure of the coupling strength between the optically
tive chromophore and its environment (bath). The sec
important quantity isl, the reorganization or solvatio
energy. In the so-called high temperature limit,D andl

are connected by the relationl ø D2h̄y2kBTk [8]. This
limit is often applied in a first-order theoretical descri
tion of solution optical dynamics. So, onceD, l, and
Mstd are known, the induced polarization in any line
or nonlinear experiment can be calculated. Here we
not assume a particular form of the correlation functio
but, for the sake of mathematical simplicity, we take t
correlation function not to be short compared to the ti
scales oft12 andt34 (but noT). We also assume the exc
tation pulses to be short compared to the inverse width
the chromophore spectrum (impulsive excitation). W
these assumptions, the HSPE signals can be readily c
lated. The resulting expressions for the phase differe
f12 and f34 being 0 andpy2 are given in Table I. De-
spite the rather severe assumptions made, we will see
this theoretical framework captures all important featu
of the experiment.

Figure 2 shows the schematics of the setup used for
exploration of the interference effect in HSPE. The 13
laser pulses, derived from a home-built cavity-dump
(CD) Ti:sapphire laser [13], are split and fed into tw
identical Mach-Zehnder interferometers MZI-1 and MZ
2. Since phase fluctuations should be minimized, e
interferometer is actively stabilized by a feedback lo
[14]. Briefly, after the interferometers each pulse p
is dispersed through a monochromator. Because of
interference between two stretched pulses, the resu
power spectrum becomes modulated by cossvt 1 fd,
wheret is the time separation between the pulses andf is
their phase difference. The monochromator output is u
as a feedback signal that drives a piezotransducer in
of the interferometer arms to compensate for any ph
drift. In this manner the delay between the copropaga
pulses is set within610 attosecond accuracy. Thi
arrangement also allows for locking the phase differen
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f12 andf34 at any value during a scan of the delayst12 or
t34 [10]. The echo signal is generated by focusing the t
beams containing the pulse pairsE1-E2 andE3-E4 into a
100 mm jet of a dye solution at room temperature.
solvent we use ethylene glycol, while the dye molec
is 3, 30-diethylthiatricarbocyanine iodide (DTTCI). Thi
dye molecule is chosen because its absorption spec
matches nicely that of the laser. The HSPE signa
detected by a silicon photodiode and processed by a l
in amplifier.

Figure 3 displays phase-locked HSPE signals for f
different phases and at different waiting times. In t
experiment, the delayt34 between pulsesE3 and E4 is
scanned, while the delayt12 between pulsesE1 andE2 is
fixed at a certain value. It should be noted that sim
signals were observed at different delayst12. Inspection
of Table I shows that the detected HSPE signal is
sum of two different contributions: the conventional ec
and virtual echoes (both heterodyne detected), which
generated via different excitation pathways. Iff12  0,
these contributions add constructively (Fig. 3, left pane
and an enhanced echo signal results. Whenf12  py2,
a phase shift ofp occurs between the conventional a
virtual echo signals. The resulting destructive interfere
leads to suppression of the echo (Fig. 3, right pane
The echo signal completely vanishes atT  200 ps. By
this time, the real and virtual echoes have merged in ti
which happens when the system has lost all phase mem
[10]. Two “echoes” have become indistinguishable, a
complete destructive interference occurs between e
amplitude but oppositely phased Liouville pathways.
contrast, for shorter waiting times, the interference
incomplete because the real and virtual echo fields p
at different times. Waiting-time dependent HSPE sign
for f12  py2 thus clearly exhibit the transition from
partly inhomogeneously to a homogeneously broade
system with increasing time. The observed narrow
of the signals with time is caused by the same effe
There is another aspect of the HSPE signals that dese
attention. As Fig. 3 shows, just by changing the ph
difference between the first two pulses bypy2, one
switches from the case of full constructive to comple
destructive interference. This presents a prime exam
of coherent control of a nonlinear optical polarization.
ase

s
c-
FIG. 2. Schematics of the experimental setup.
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The solid lines in Fig. 3 are the fits to the echo sign
calculated on the basis of the expression given in Tab
To perform these calculations we needD, which was
estimated from the width of the absorption spectrum
be about270 cm21. The reorganization parameterl then
equals175 cm21 when we assume the high temperatu
limit of the BO model to hold. The finite pulse duratio
was taken into account by convolution of the compu
signals with an apparatus response function. At
point, the only unknowns are the value of the correlat
functionMsTd at the selected waiting times and an over
signal amplitude (the same for all 16 curves). Consider
the approximations made, the correspondence betw
theory and experiment is remarkable and leaves no d
about the basic gasp of this interference effect.

Table I shows that the HSPE signals for the combi
tion of phase factorssf12  py2, f34  0d andsf12 
0, f34  py2d exist only when the bath reorganizatio
energy l is finite or, to put it differently, that the ex
cited chromophore induces a reorganization of the so
e
).
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FIG. 3. Heterodyne-detected stimulated photon echo for ph
settings f12  0, f34  0 (a), f12  py2, f34  0 (b),
f12  0, f34  py2 (c), and f12  py2, f34  py2 (d).
The delay between pulseE1 and E2 is 40 fs while the pulse
energies are,0.15 nJ. The numerical simulations shown a
solid lines yielded the following values of the correlation fun
tion: Ms165 fsd  0.36, Ms2 psd  0.21, Ms20 psd  0.09,
andMs200 psd  0.
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FIG. 4. High-intensity heterodyne-detected stimulated pho
echo signals atT  200 ps. Phase settings aref12  py2,
f34  0 (a) and f12  py2, f34  py2 (b). The delay
between pulsesE1 and E2 is 40 fs while the pulse energie
are,1 nJ.

tion shell [8]. It is pertinent to point out here that th
fact that these signals are observed [Figs. 3(b) and 3
is consistent with the BO model. Other often-used mo
els to describe optical dynamics, such as the Bloch o
stochastic model [8,15], predict these signals to be non
istent, in clear contradiction with experiment.

At higher laser intensities, fifth-order nonlinearity h
to be taken into account. As an example, we display
Fig. 4 two HSPE signals which are nonexistent at low
intensities (Fig. 3). These echo signals can be sho
to be generated through an intermediate population s
during the time intervalt12. The interplay between third
and fifth-order nonlinearities will be addressed in mo
detail elsewhere [16]. Fifth-order effects have also be
predicted in PIER-4 [17] but not reported yet.

In closing, we wish to address the question of how
interference effect in phase-locked echo is related to
phenomena of dephasing-induced resonance in four-w
mixing. Of course, both effects are manifestations of
terference between different Liouville pathways. Ho
ever, for the rest, the effects are quite different. In t
dephasing-induced-resonance case the two excitation p
ways are, in the absence of collisions, oppositely pha
and hence no net polarization is formed. It is only after c
lisions have randomly changed the phase between the
citation pathways that a coherent signals can be gener
[1–3,6]. In phase-locked heterodyne-detected echo,
phasing (for instance, induced by collisions between ch
mophore and solvent molecules) plays quite a differ
role in the interference between excitation pathways. F
whether or not dephasing occurs, the effect of interfere
between the real and virtual echo signals is always th
Second, the phase between the interfering Liouville pa
ways is not determined by collisions but imposed on
system from the outside. In this case, dephasing drives
virtual and real echoes to merge in time, when the sys
has lost all phase memory. At that point, the pathways
be made to interfere completely destructively.

Summarizing, we have described a novel interfere
effect in phase-locked stimulated photon echo, which
usual, relies on the interplay between different excitat
4704
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pathways. Active control of the relative phases of t
excitation pulses allows for switching between constru
tive and destructive interference. This technology is a
of a special interest to coherent control experiments
chemistry, where Liouville-space pathway interference
an important option [18].
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